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**Executive Summary**

This deliverable documents the release of the WSMX orchestration component. The document displays the scope of this component and describes roughly its functionality. It explains how to run the provided demonstration illustrating the functionality of the orchestration component prototype. Finally, it details how to install and use it with respect to the DIP/WSMX architecture.
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**Abstract (for dissemination)**

This deliverable documents the orchestration component release. It displays the component scope and roughly describes its functionality. The document explains how to run the provided demonstration of the prototype. It details how to install and use this component in the scope of the DIP/WSMX architecture.
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1 Documentation of the orchestration component release

In the following we describe the scope of the orchestration component and depict roughly its functionality. Then we detail how to run the demonstration that illustrates its practicality. Finally, we explain how to install and use it in the scope of the DIP/WSMX architecture.

1.1 Purpose and functionality

The scope of the WSMX orchestration component is to execute orchestration interfaces of composite services. From a conceptual point of view, a service orchestration describes how its functionality is implemented by orchestrating other services functionalities. In WSMO/WSMX context, a service orchestration interface is implemented as an Ontologized Abstract State Machine (OASM).

This component registers first a service orchestration interface after parsing its wsml file description. Then, given an input message, it navigates through the OASM invoking when indicated/necessary the component services functionalities.

1.2 Functionality demonstration

This component is intended to be run on the WSMX platform (see section 1.3 for installation). However, for illustration purpose all necessary libraries are included in the binary distribution.

We demonstrate the functionality of the prototype through an e-banking use case scenario (see the compressed document "Demonstration of the component functionalities"). The demonstration shows how the orchestration component registers the orchestration interface from the service description after parsing its wsml file description. It illustrates also the states change of the OASM (after eventually invoking other services functionalities). An illustrative movie demonstrates the main functionalities of this component. To play the movie; start the html file "demo".

To run manually the demo, you should: 1. launch the orchestration component, 2. register the Web service orchestration interface, 3. invoke the service orchestration and 4. eventually review the OASM states change. In the following we detail how to realize each of these steps.

1. To launch the orchestration component; run the batch file wsmx_ebanking\start, then point your browser to http://localhost:8080, choose the Server view tab from where choose the RadexOrchestration component. The component view tab displays 3 operations:

   • registerOrchestration: this operation allows to register the service orchestration given the wsml service description file (to paste it in the corresponding text box)
   • getMachineHistory: this operation allows to review the OASM states change.
   • updateState: this operation allows to invoke the registered orchestration interface. It requires, as a parameter, the sent message (to paste it in the corresponding text boxes)
2. To register a web service orchestration interface, invoke the registerOrchestration operation by providing the wsml description file. The wsml file describing the web service WSExecuteIfValueRises is provided under wsmx\ebanking\resources\resourcemanager\webservices.

3. To execute the orchestration interface, invoke the updatestate operation by providing the message to be sent. A message to send to the WSExecuteIfValueRises service is provided under wsmx\ebanking\resources\resourcemanager\webservices.

4. To review the states change of the orchestration OASM, invoke the gethistory operation.

1.3 Installation and usage

The licensing model of this component is LGPL. This component conforms with the DIP/WSMX Architecture and is intended to run on the WSMX platform. In order to execute it the following steps are necessary:

- Download a WSMX binary distribution from sourceforge or get the latest nightly build from http://www.wsmx.org/downloads.html

- Optional step: Start up a JavaSpaces compliant space implementation such as Outrigger or Blitz. If WSMX does not find a space during boot time it will substitute a virtual space that works as long as components only have local communication requirements.

- The microkernel within the executable wsmx.core can be run from the command line given that sufficient privileges are granted:

  java -Djava.security.policy=/path/to/policy -jar wsmx.core

  A sample policy file (policy.all) which grants unrestricted access is supplied with the release.

- To deploy the orchestration component, copy the packaged component archive to the systemcodebase. WSMX will discover it automatically and inject it into the running instance.

You may monitor and administer the orchestration component through either the GUI-based web console, the TUI-based SSH console, or the eclipse-base WSMT. Point your browser to http://localhost:port, where port is the port number which has been defined in the kernel configuration and is 8080 by default, if undefined and fallback for invalid ports. Point your SSH client to localhost and login with user root at the port defined in the configuration.

Even while it may be driven manually in this way, it is best utilized when driven by an execution semantic that executes the component in concert with other components. Execution semantics may be executed through the consoles as well.